Tucked Inn
Looking for the world’s coziest hotel? Famous design doyenne Ilse
Crawford brings her rustic-comfy-modern mix to England’s oldest inn
By Meghan McEwen

Within minutes of arriving at the Olde Bell Inn
in Hurley—an itty-bitty rural town in Berkshire,
England—I know I’ve landed at the holy grail of cozy.
A weatherworn bell gently sways in front of the mosscovered stone entrance, which is marked with the year
it was built: 1135. Inside, sheepskin rugs are slung
over Shaker-style chairs in front of a crackling stone
fireplace. And those rugs appear in just about every
other cranny of the 47-room inn. Wall sconces and
table candles throw oﬀ dim mood lighting, and the
bartender wears red suspenders—without irony.
But the clincher waits in our third-floor, peakedceiling room: a giant, claw-foot soaking tub sits in

front of double windows overlooking a stone-walled
English garden and a �ames-side moor straight out
of Wuthering Heights. As if on cue, two perfect white
swans glide across the scene, and as I begin to feel a
little like Emily Bronte herself, a hunting dog trots
into view. I rub my eyes. But no, it’s not jet lag. �is is
where period-piece beauty meets the present.
But make no mistake: �is is no ode to countryside
cliché. Ye Olde Bell Inn is a thoroughly modern aﬀair.
Revered for bringing up-to-the-minute design to the
English masses as the former editor of Elle Décor,
designer Ilse Crawford came to England’s oldest, and
most legendary, functioning inn five years ago. And

DESIGN ROYALTY
The Crown Inn, with its
cobblestone patio and
chic, Ilse Crawforddesigned interiors, was the
location of Four Weddings
and a Funeral.
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Clockwise from top left: The
fireplace at the Crown Inn;
the Crawford-designed
restaurant at the Crown Inn;
a rustic-modern touch at the
Olde Bell Inn.
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this may be her finest product yet. Crawford, known for
her statement-making makeovers (New York’s Soho House
and Somerset’s Babington House) has created a pareddown, style-packing power retreat—without sacrificing the
rich history or authenticity of the place. �e inn’s unoﬃcial
motto: local cheese, local chairs.
As for my own M.O.? To do absolutely nothing
except savor every last minute in what is undoubtedly the
coziest inn on the planet. I want to behave like the travelers
who stopped at the coaching inn when it was a staging point
on the Oxford-to-London route. �ey came for good food,
drink and conversation, as well as a warm place to sleep.
Long before Elizabeth Taylor was a guest (she appreciated
the discreetness) and Winston Churchill and General
Eisenhower stayed here prior to the Normandy Invasion, the
Olde Bell was run by monks who welcomed visitors in the
guesthouse when they heard the bell ringing. �ere’s a secret
underground tunnel, accessed through the fireplace—yes,
the fireplace—in the pub, which used to run from the inn to
the priory down the road.
Its history is part of the aesthetic. Crawford purposefully
left paint peeling from original, browned walls. Wooden
floors and stairs creak with age. �e ceiling crumbles a bit
in places, and servers wear waxed cotton uniforms that look
like butcher aprons instead of starched white shirts. “We’ve
reinvented the idea of the coaching inn. Not in a historic sense,
but pinning down the essence,” says Crawford. “Design-wise

“Make no
mistake: This
is no ode to
countryside
cliché. Ye Olde
Bell Inn (as
the sign reads
out front) is
a thoroughly
modern affair. ”

we’ve looked at creating a modern vernacular and DNA of
materials that work throughout an 11th-century building,
a 19th-century building and ultimately could work in a
contemporary building.”
After a frivolous time-change nap, I am ready for
lunch in the inn’s restaurant. My husband and I are
staying in one of the annex buildings on the property,
and it is connected to the main inn by a stone path that
winds through old, crumbling stone walls and a giant
expanse of meadow. We want to eat outside at the long
wooden tables lined up in the grass, but there’s a light,
straight-out-of-Wuthering Heights mist.
Inside, oversized, tall-back wooden booth/benches
are sheathed in patterned Welsh woolen blankets and
cinched with a slim leather saddle belt, while the fireplace
mantel holds pewter plates and a clutch of knickknacks.
I make a mental note: must buy Welsh blanket and use at
home as furniture sweater. Followed by another thought:
It will never look as eﬀortlessly chic as this.
�e menu is unfussy, even simple: wood pigeon, salt
lamb shank and pheasant pie. I’m told it was developed
by Rosie Sykes (author of best-selling cookbook �e
Kitchen Revolution), and when my roast duck arrives, I
am practically levitating after each heavenly bite. For a
country not exactly recognized for its cuisine, the English
comfort food here is as fresh and delicious as it gets. Even
humble jams—cherry, raspberry and apricot—on slices
of homemade multigrain loaf inspire sonnets.

Afterward we stroll through a fairy-tale labyrinth
of dried leaves, swinging gates and slate-shingled
buildings covered in vines, climbing ivy and huge
patches of bright green moss. We wander down to the
brick-walled gardens, where raised beds feed the kitchen
with rosemary, thyme, oregano, arugula, strawberries,
artichokes and tomatoes.
I can hardly wait to get back to the main building
with my book to snag the perfectly tattered armchair
upholstered in teal peacock feather fabric that’s planted
in front of one of the pub’s two crackling fireplaces.
�e Barbour-clad Wellie crowd makes an expected
appearance, but so do local regulars stopping by for a
drink and canoodling city couples. Almost everyone is
with pint and newspaper.
Sinking into the generous lap of the coveted
chair, I open my book but can’t read. It’s impossible
to concentrate without taking in every last detail first.
Luckily, time is a luxury I can aﬀord here. �e room
is cluttered with a thoughtful blend of old and new:
farmhouse table paired with Jasper Morrison’s cork
pouf; mismatched chairs next to rustic-minimalist stool
by E15. �e first thing that hits you is the sum of all the
parts: a coziness that feels at once simple, lived-in and
traditional, but not overly anachronistic. Old-fashioned
turnkeys hang from the paint-peeling walls. I’m attracted
to a quirky little cranny that houses a taxidermy rooster
under a glass dome, next to a row of crooked postcards

BRANCHING OUT From top: Many of the
Olde Bell Inn’s buildings are covered
with vines, branches and moss; the
dining room at Olde Bell Inn; brown and
white sheepskins are slung over chairs
throughout both coaching inns.
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and pewter pitchers. �e black-painted wooden chairs, which hail from
High Wycombe, have armrests with the paint rubbed oﬀ down to the
natural wood—a testament to how comfortable spindle-back chairs can
be when made well.
�e next day—same time, same place—I pick a diﬀerent seat: a cozy
corner across from a group of golfers. I’m flipping through a book about the
history of Hurley (during the war, there was a secret American base down
the street) when the guy I noticed behind the bar wearing suspenders and
working the beer pulls takes a seat across from me.
Neil Irvine is a smallish man. He could easily pass for a farmhand or
a 19th-century intellectual, or maybe an eccentric gentleman of leisure.
Turns out, he’s the innkeeper—also known as the GM, and at times acts as
bartender, server and host. If I wasn’t already impressed with the philosophy
and design of the Olde Bell (for the record: I am), Irvine, who came from
famous farm-to-table London restaurant St. John, is like an ambassador of
style with substance. “You don’t need expensive drapes and chandeliers for
this place to look spectacular. It’s been here for almost 1,000 years. We’re
insignificant. We’re just here as caretakers. �e building is the character,” he
says. “�is place tells you what it needs.”
What does it need? Apparently, you know when you see it: framed
postcards from the century past; ceramic poodle bookends from the
neighborhood charity store; and coming soon, beehives and chickens. �ere’s
a new gardener who specializes in permaculture. Starting the following
week, he’ll also focus on ramping up the locally sourced food front, as well
as growing more of it on-site. “Some people are annoyed because there’s no
minibar in the room, but we want to interact with people. It’s not about
pushing people into a room and forgetting about them because we have their
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credit card. It’s more personal.”
Putting Irvine’s service
manifesto to the test, we order a
four-course dinner to our quiet
room that night. We’ve already
clocked at least six hours in the
restaurant and pub today (playing
Scrabble and eating our two other
meals), and we’re ready for a more
intimate dining experience. Within
half an hour, the bartender and
another server deliver two towering
trays of food and a bottle of wine.
Classical music softly streams from
the red leather Roberts vintage FM
radio that sits on the dresser. It’s a
STAGE LEFT Above: Daily specials are scrawled
luxury I didn’t even know I missed:
on the chalkboard in the pub. Bottom left : There’s
freedom from the responsibility of
nothing cozier than tea and biscuits and jam in
front of the roaring fireplace.
curating the soundtrack of my life
with iPod playlists. Suddenly, our
classical music is competing against deep thumping sounds—and then the
unthinkable happens: trashy Euro disco. �ere’s a wedding reception in the
common first-floor rooms, and the disco lasts until midnight. It’s the only
glitch of the entire trip, but it’s a biggie.
On day three, we head over to the Olde Bell Inn’s sister property,
�e Crown Inn, just 20 minutes away by taxi. Designed with the same
High Wycombe chairs, the same Welch woolly blankets, the same liberal
smattering of sheepskins, it’s a near replica tucked inside a slightly newer
skin: It’s only about 500 years old, a virtual spring chicken. �e Crown is
also the recognizable location of Four Weddings and a Funeral.
After settling into our new room—a jewel-box version of our last
(sans soaking tub)—and grabbing lunch at an adorable neighboring
seasonal café (I nosh on sweet potato and carrot soup and a locally sourced
Club), we hit the town of Amersham. Tony shops, restaurants and cafés
line the cobblestone street. Just beyond the town square, we discover
a pedestrian walking trail that begins behind the 12th-century stone
church of St. Mary’s, where bright green moss-encrusted tombstones and
craggy trees look less Bronte, more Sleepy Hollow. �e footpath follows
along a small stream into a forest of tall trees and gigantic holly bushes
before splintering oﬀ into a handful of paths. We pick the right one, and
standing above the town at dusk (sunset: 4:15), the small lights twinkle
an outline of the small town.
At the Olde Bell Inn, the only time we left the property was a walk
along the �ames—but it started to drizzle after about 45 minutes.
But this day, as dusk turns to dark night, we have no reason to stop
short. We walk along High Street, through Market Square and into the
outlying rows of brick and stone homes. Looking through windows, we
see people sitting in front of oversized hearths sipping wine; two old
men gesturing wildly through the windows of a pub, illuminated glass
bottles glowing behind the bar. �e sense of slipping into an MerchantIvory movie returns.
When we get back to the inn, it’s quiet and the crowd has thinned
substantially, compared to the midday Sunday brunch bustle. We dive
into what has become our early evening routine: a pint in the bar over a
cutthroat game of Scrabble pulled from a nearby shelf. I ask my husband to
take a photo of the board, and he pulls out his iPhone, which has been on
forced hiatus aside from a few quick weather checks (gray skies, 50 percent
chance of rain every time). �e technology lights up the dark, cozy corner,
and the spell is broken. We’re ready to go home.

STYLE PUB With its local
spindle-back chairs, Welsh
blanket-covered booths and
exposed beams, the Olde
Bell Inn’s pub is where the
Wellie crowd comes to dry
out and drink up.
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